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Bruckner is a giant. His music stands out in time like an erratic boulder. Fallen from 

heaven like a huge Egg of Columbus. We do not know where his music came from, nor 

do we know where it went. We do know, however, that something – or rather somebody – 

has become manifest in it: Anton Bruckner. A human being as a person, as sound. 

 

The sources from which Bruckner’s musical ideas were drawn remain an enigma. It is 

also strange that he had neither successors nor students. Bruckner admirers, however, 

number in the untold thousands. All over the world, they come together in groups, clubs 

and circles and share a sense of amazement at this universe of sound, which seems to 

be detached from the world as we know it. 

 

Early on, attempts were made to depict Bruckner with the image of an outsize child 

genius, a musical, mental Gulliver in the land of Lilliput, as it were. And how right they 

were! Goethe wanted children to be given two things by their parents, roots and wings. 

Bruckner is a veritable paragon of this ideal. Like a persistent tremolo, the mythical and 

the inexplicable are the ground of his work. And his wings carried him far into the future. 

His grasp of time was to prove prophetic: soundscapes, blackouts, cuts, cross-fades, 

flashbacks – concepts that would not feature in artists’ grasp of time until decades later. 

Bruckner shapes time. He used concertina effects, distension, even loops and warps, the 

very concepts in which modern science couches its descriptions of time. Bruckner feigns 

no transitions, no syntheses and no compromises. 

 

They say Bruckner was naïve. What a misconception! How could someone be naïve, who 

was alienated by the concept of development at a time when everyone else still believed 

in it? At a time when everyone – even the cardinals – still believed that everything made 

sense, that all we have to do is to continue picking the thread apart until the inherent 

meaning becomes apparent, until something like God’s Plan is revealed? Development, 

according to this understanding, could thus be understood like the unravelling of an 

intelligently designed ball of wool, whose beginning and end must lie in one hand: in a 

word, in-dividual. 

 

Not a chance! Bruckner rips us to shreds. He casts us back onto ourselves. He recasts 

us as contemporary. He turns us into ”dividuals“. Into torn beings. Into human beings 

that are incessantly divided. Beings dissected by medicine, divided up by psychology, 

dissected by market research, pulverized in patchwork families. And in desperate 

dichotomy we cling to such outmoded concepts as person and individual. 

 

Bruckner is the same that we are: unbelieving believers or believing unbelievers. In this 

sense, Anton Bruckner is in turn certainly the most ardent believer: Job. 
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Linz, too, approaches this erratic boulder, with an open mind, marvelling and full of joy. 

 

Peter Androsch lives in Linz, is composer and artistic director for music with Linz09. 


